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HAVEN – SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA

 “If your dreams don’t scare you, they’re not big enough.”

Taking a leap of faith, leaving everyting behind to fulBll a dream worthy of realisation with few Bnancial

payouts but immense risks. Leaving ones home and dedicating the life to that of improving others sounds

immensely scary, but this is exactly what Sara and Paul have done. They have taken the leap by giving up

their comfortable life in Switzerland and trading it in with setting up a social enterprise in Cambodia. After

traveling through South East Asia and volunteering for 7 months in an orphanage outside of Siem Reap,

they could no longer turn their back on these children nor on Cambodia. 

There are 600’000-700’000 children living in Cambodian orphanages today. Around 60% of them do not
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actually belong there. These children would have parents or at least distant relatives, who could look after

them. However, as it is less expensive and more convenient, they are being to send away to an orphanage,

who receive them gladly. To them the children are resources that will secure income. Sadly, orphanages

are far too often run like businesses and the children’s well being is hardly the main objective. The sadder

and malnourished the children look, the easier it is to receive donations. Little thought is given to what will

happen to the children once they have outgrown the orphanage. Rather than learning essential skills,

these children learn that they can earn an income by begging. Essentially, this system creates 600’000 –

700’000 children without any real chance for a better future. They will most likely end up on the streets

selling drugs or their own bodies to get by. 

  

Having witnessed this broken system Brst hand, Sara and Paul have decided to make a difference and

help to break the poverty cycle as best as they can. They founded Haven, a place best described by Sara

and Paul themselves:

“Haven is exactly that: an oasis for our guests and a safe place for our “family”, our trainees and staff.

Located in the heart of Siem Reap, but away from the hustle and bustle of Pub Street, we offer a beautiful

haven to relax and indluge your senses and rejuvenate your soul. As you enjoy our handpicked selection of
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Asia and Western food – including many fresh vegitarian tidbits – you are also supporting our training

programme that helps disadvanted young adults achieve a secure and independent future. Experience

Haven. Where helping tastes good.”

I really enjoyed the stylish and comfortable Haven as well as its delicious food. On top of that, It was

simply inspiring talking to Paul. He described to me his journey to becoming a social entrepreneur, as well

as his challenges. After leaving Cambodia with the dedication to change something, it took Sara and Paul

three more years until they would actually return and start their restaurant from scratch. First they set up

“Dragon\y – A Project for Cambodia’s Youth” in order to raise awareness about the problem as well as

funds. Then, Bnally in 2011 they returned and started building their restaurant from scratch. Gaining

acceptance in the community as well as trust and respect from the children was going to be their second

challenge. Four years later, their work has become a proof in itself. Having set up a network with other

partner organisations, Sara and Paul have created an exchange program for employees who have

gratuated from the training program. Consequently no trainee that had completed his course would be left

unemployed. 

 

The principle of the program is not so difBcult. In essence, the trainees work in the restaurant, where they

receive a lot of on the job training. Additionally, one day a week is set aside for speciBc education. For this

the restaurant remains closed. The Haven team is using this time to teach speciBc skill that trainees are
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← THE MEKONG DELTA BOAT TRIP TO CON DAO ISLANDS →

lacking to perform their jobs. At the beginning of the training these are very speciBc skill sets, but as the

course progresses become more and more tailored to each individual employee. Consequently the staff

are well trained and the service at the restaurant simply amazing.  

When you are in Siem Reap next time, please make sure you visit Haven, the food is great, the service

excellent and you are very likely to have an interesting chat with either Sara or Paul. They are also a great

source of information regarding other charities in the area that are seriously worth supporting. 
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